
ACOUSTIC ISOLATION SYSTEMS



Adds structural integrity to long and tall
gypsum board walls.
Prevents wall buckling during a seismic
event.
Provides structural stability without
sacrificing acoustic performance.
Placed internally to absorb positive and
negative axial forces.

APPLICATIONS
ARCHITECTURAL STUDIOS
GYMS
THEATRES
MECHANICAL ROOMS



Offers significantly higher STC values than
drywall attached to resilient channel.
Low cost for high performance.
Uses natural rubber for effective sound
isolation.
Flexible snap-on clips for easy installation
on drywalls.

APPLICATIONS
RECORDING STUDIOS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
THEATRES
AUDITORIUMS
HOTEL ROOMS



Creates high STC (Sound Transmission Classification) for
your wall and ceiling assembly (drywalls).
Used for vibration control of structure-borne noise as well
a  impact noise transmission.
Simple, low installation costs.
Effective – upto additional 25 dB performance.
Reliable 2 part system.
Contributes to LEED certified buildings as they are made
from recycled components.
Designed for use with wood, steel or concrete application.

APPLICATIONS
MUSIC STUDIOS
HOTEL ROOMS
HOME THEATRES



Creates a floating floor with air gap to effectively
isolate noise and vibration.
Various load capacities available.
Helps to create 1” to 4” air gap for effective
isolation.
Easy and fool-proof installation.

APPLICATIONS
MUSIC STUDIOS
GYMS
THEATRES
SWIMMING POOLS
ARCHITECTURAL BUILDINGS



Provide high efficiency isolation from
structure-borne noise and vibration.
Used to isolate ceiling suspended sources
of noise and vibration.
Wide range of load capacities available.
Fast and easy installation.

APPLICATIONS
FANS
AIR HANDLING UNITS
FAN COIL UNITS
DUCTWORK
PIPING



Effectively isolates noise and vibration
from large reciprocating machinery.
Viscous Damping fluid helps in bringing
down unacceptable system resonances.
Available in varying load capacities.

APPLICATIONS
FANS
BLOWERS
PUMPS
CENTRIFUGES
GENERATORS



With our exceptional engineering expertise,
we excel at troubleshooting, upgrading,
and retrofitting systems to ensure swift
and enduring functionality. 

We understand that machine requirements
and dynamic behavior can evolve over
time, often leading to operational issues
due to faulty installations, piping
misalignments, or foundation errors. Such
problems can result in substantial revenue
loss, particularly in leased premises.

At our manufacturing facilities, equipped
with cutting-edge technology, we leverage
our extensive field experience and design
skills to deliver inventive and cost-effective
solutions to address your bearing concerns.

Our seasoned engineers utilize advanced
diagnostic tools to conduct comprehensive
engineering evaluations and assist you in
resolving operational challenges efficiently.
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